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AirQuery is an AIR database query application designed to help you create reports based on your data from a SQL Server,
Oracle or MS Access database. It enables you to run queries using SQL commands with or without a user interface, from which

you can create, modify and save queries. Further, you can add filters to your queries, or exclude particular fields if required.
What sets this database query tool apart from other applications of this type is that it is capable of connecting to different data
sources simultaneously. This provides you with a simple interface for making queries against the data stored in these different
databases. AirQuery Features: • An SQL Command Editor and Object Browser. • Filtering logic. • Database specific filtering
conditions. • Ability to save queries and run them again. • Syntax highlighting and code numbering. • Ability to add new query

properties. • Run queries within the application or from the system clipboard. • Ability to filter (SQL) queries using normal
expressions, variables and other filters. • Ability to ignore case sensitivity. • Ability to select one or multiple data sources. •

Customizable application settings. • Ability to show multiple fields from the result set. • Support for ODBC, ODBC3.0, JDBC,
ADO, ASE, Batch, MySQL, MSSQL, PostgresSQL, SQLite, Sybase, and Oracle databases. Database Support: • Microsoft SQL

Server • Microsoft Access • Oracle Supported database engines (version 1.0.4.56) Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Microsoft
Access 2007 Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Microsoft Access 2000 Microsoft Access 97 Microsoft Access 95 Microsoft Access
1.0 Microsoft Access 1.1 Microsoft Access 2.0 Microsoft Access 2.0a2 Microsoft Access 2000 enhanced Microsoft Access 97
enhanced Microsoft Access 95 enhanced Microsoft Access 1.0 enhanced Microsoft Access 1.1 enhanced Microsoft Access 2.0
enhanced Microsoft Access 2000 enhanced Microsoft Access 97 enhanced Microsoft Access 95 enhanced Microsoft Access 1.0
enhanced Microsoft Access 1.1 enhanced Microsoft Access 2.0 enhanced Microsoft Access 2000 enhanced Microsoft Access
97 enhanced Microsoft Access 95 enhanced Microsoft Access 1.0 enhanced Microsoft Access 1.1 enhanced Microsoft Access

2.0 enhanced Microsoft Access 2000 enhanced Microsoft Access 97 enhanced Microsoft Access 95 enhanced Microsoft Access
1.0 enhanced Microsoft Access 1.1 enhanced Microsoft Access
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AirQuery is a handy database query application designed to help you create reports using filters and custom logic. AirQuery
Features: * Create custom reports on-the-fly or create them from scratch * Supports Cascading * Supports Lateral Joins *
Supports Insert / Update / Delete on various databases including Oracle, SQL Server, and MySQL * Supports grouping *

Supports cursor * Supports Multiple databases * Supports Microsoft Access erfandya Erfandya Mon May 18, 2013 12:55 pm
Erfandya New User Joined: Mon May 18, 2013 12:53 pmPosts: 7 Re: Announcing AirQuery AirQuery is a handy database

query application designed to help you create reports using filters and custom logic. Cool. What cool? I have a feeling many like
this.The way you have put it isn't very captivating to a lot of people.The intro section is more interesting than the rest of the

actual description of what it does. Erfandya Mon May 18, 2013 1:00 pm Erfandya New User Joined: Mon May 18, 2013 12:53
pmPosts: 7 Re: Announcing AirQuery I don't know what your opinion is Erandya, but the description provided is simple and

concise, and the screenshots are self explanatory, so I find it easier to understand than most of the other apps I download. Also,
you might be interested in a review I did on it a while back. Captivating? You mean it's underwhelming? Errandya, is there

anything more captivating than a description that explains what the program does without your having to read a manual (or walk
you through all the features with a tutorial)? I have no qualms with the presentation of the description, and I find it easy to

understand. Explained without any tutorials? Are you suggesting you'd have no problem understanding what AirQuery does? I
think you're extremely hard to please. I'm also curious as to what program you've "looked" at that you consider it "simple" to

use. Finally, you're right, the comparison between this app and some of the other many users seem to want, is misguided.
Erandya Mon May 18, 2013 3:06 pm Erfandya 09e8f5149f
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• Create air-syntax queries and perform ad hoc analysis using more than 40 powerful functions • Use SQL views and stored
procedures as a databind source for many types of reports • Support SQL Server, SQL Server 2005, Oracle, Oracle 9i, 8i and 7i
and MS Access and Foxpro • Enable users to link all the data together to create a unified view • Use data directly from tables,
SQL views and/or a data source such as ODBC • Export results to Excel and PDF files • Overcome the limits of the CLI
interface, allowing you to build queries, run them and analyze results using C++ with polymorphic functions • Convert data
from text to binary, making it easier to move to Unix-based systems • Create, edit and execute SQL code to manipulate data in
tables and views AirQuery’s Code Editor: • Code editors in most computer languages look like code, and thus offer extra
functionality to help you improve your coding skills • Script from within the application itself in many languages, including
C++, VB Script, VBA, Java, XML, SQL, Ruby, Python, JavaScript, C#, AutoLisp, Perl, F# and Ruby on Rails AirQuery’s
Object Browser: • Take a look at all the data from any table, view or even the entire database • Support for ODBC, JDBC,
OLEDB, OLE DB, 32/64 bit of sources • Search through databases for a specified name and select multiple tables, views and/or
rows • Copy/Cut/Paste data between objects AirQuery’s Start Menu: • Let you access a database in a few clicks • Help you
open, create, edit and execute SQL code and queries in any computer language • Provides support for several databases, such as
MS SQL Server, MS Access, Oracle, SQL Server 2005, 8i, 7i, Oracle 9i and FoxPro AirQuery’s Help File: • Can be used to
look up information and help you find specific reports and functions • Provides the applicable data for an object, which allows
for easy searching • Helps you debug using breakpoints, watch and continue • Displays the SQL for any query • Displays the
results of any report • Displays information about the syntax for a query AirQuery’s Database and Datasource Manager: • No
need to connect

What's New In?

AirQuery is a handy database query application designed to help you create reports using filters and custom logic. It is
compatible with Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle databases. The program features a simplistic user interface and offers some
helpful examples, but the included documentation is very basic. Retrieve data from relational databases AirQuery enables you to
write scripts using the extended air-syntax, and the built-in code editor supports syntax highlighting. Your queries can be saved
separately and edited or run at a later date. The application seeks to provide you with a universal solution for generating reports.
It is possible to connect to various databases, and multiple examples are included in the downloadable package. Features an
outdated user interface There is no denying that AirQuery offers a respectable number of useful tools, but the application’s UI is
in dire need of modernization. While this may not be a problem for users who are more interested in functionality, it is an aspect
worth considering. Nevertheless, the interface layout is fairly intuitive, and you can toggle the Object Browser on or off, as well
as resize the editor panel. Useful application that does not offer adequate documentation AirQuery is a good choice for those
who need to create and run queries, but it is not suitable for inexperienced users. Granted, some specialized knowledge is
required if you wish to take advantage of any similar application, but AirQuery is certainly not novice-friendly. It is worth
noting, however, that the downloadable package includes examples for MS SQL, MS Access and Oracle, which can help new
users get the hang of things. Sadly, though, while, a user manual is provided, it is not as detailed as we would have liked. In
conclusion, AirQuery is a versatile database query application that can help you retrieve data and generate reports. It may take a
while for first-time users to get to grips with its functions, however, and the UI is far from impressive. ]]>Where on the internet
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit versions) Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 or better (2.1 GHz or higher)
Memory: 8GB RAM Hard disk space: 15 GB of free disk space Video card: 1024×768 minimum Additional Notes: 1. English
and French language only. 2. No Macintosh version. 3. Requires Internet Explorer 8 or newer. 4. In order to activate a Pro
version
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